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INTRODUCING

TORONTO BRIGANTINE INCORPORATED

Toronto Brigantine Incorporated had its beginning, I guess, in a very in-
nocent remark made by my wife after she had taken some of our children
to see the movie "Windjammer" shortly before Christmas, 1960. When she
returned home, she and the boys were so enthusiastic about the type of
training the Norwegian boys were getting on the "Christian Radich" that
she said to me, "Isn't it a shame that there is no such thing as a Square-
Rigged Ship something like the "Christian Radich" where Canadian boys
could get this kind of experience."

Very soon after this, I chanced to meet one of the masters of a boys' school,
and since I knew he was interested in sailing, I mentioned this remark to
him. He then told me that I could report back to my wife that there was
such a ship—well, almost such a ship—and right in our own back yard, Lake
Ontario. He had spent several summers sailing on board the "St. Lawrence
II", and he very proudly showed me a picture of this lovely Brigantine
which sails out of Kingston, Ontario as a training ship for Sea Cadets.

This interested me greatly, and on my next visit to the Kingston area I looked
up her designer and skipper, Lieut. Francis A. MacLachlan, R.C.S.C. (Ret'd).
My ulterior motive in doing this, of course, was to see if there was any
possibility of any of my boys getting out on a training cruise with them.

During our conversation, Lieut. MacLachlan explained to me that in operating
the "St. Lawrence II" they always ran very close to the wind financially
(This seems to be a perennial situation with such things as Brigantines !)
and that they had a few days during the following summer that they were
not booked for a training cruise. In order to shore up their finances, they
had considered letting the ship out for charter for these few days, if anyone
was interested in such a proposition. I jumped at the bait immediately, as
this would mean that not only our boys, but my wife and I could experience
a few days on a Square Rigger.

Lieut. MacLachlan and his permanent crew with the help—such as it was—
of our own boys showed us some real seamanship, and on this cruise we
were able to see at first hand what a wonderful training the Sea Cadets in
Kingston were getting. At the suggestion of Dr. Joselyn Rogers, who
accompanied us on this trip, we decided that the groups interested in matters
of the sea in the Toronto area should not be deprived of - the opportunity
of getting such a wonderful training. A group of interested people met and
formed what is now Toronto Brigantine Incorporated, and thus it had its
beginning.

J. G. LORRIMAN
PRESIDENT

TORONTO BRIGANTINE INCORPORATED
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TORONTO BRIGANTINE INCORPORATED

To acquire, hold, construct, operate and maintain property of all kinds for
the education and training, with a maritime background of youths in the
essentials of leadership, discipline and good citizenship and objects which
are beneficial to the community ... from the letters patent.

Toronto Brigantine Incorporated is a legally constituted corporation recognized
by the government as a tax deductible charitable organization. It has been
founded to provide funds for the building and maintainance of a sail training
vessel the "PATHFINDER" similar to the "St. Lawrence II" presently oper-
ated in Kingston, Ontario by Brigantine Incorporated.

The executive of Toronto Brigantine Incorporated consists of men and women
from many facets of business and the professions.

HONORARY PATRON
S. B. PLAYFAIR

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
J. G. LORRIMAN	 R. I. HENDY, Q. C.
KARIN LARSON	 H. R. SUYDAM

Dr. J. W. ROGERS	 J. McVEY

Dr. M. L. ROTSTEIN	 F. A. McLACHLAN

Dr. D. L. SHAUL	 P. D. FLOOD

L. D. STUPART	 M. D. SMITH (Lieut. R.C.S.C.)

BOARD OF ADVISORS
R. R. ROWE	 J. W. COTTON

It is our aim that a large number of boys may benefit through the provision

of a sail training vessel to members of the Sea Cadets, and Sea Scouts and

other such organizations.

We have commenced the construction of the "PATHFINDER" at Kingston

Shipyards Limited. Their previous experience in building the "St. Lawrence
II" has resulted in a substantial saving in time and money. The hull upon

completion will be moved to Toronto where interior fittings, rigging and

superstructure will be fitted by voluntary effort. With both financial and

technical support from the citizens of Toronto "PATHFINDER" will be fully

operational by early 1964.
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SAIL TRAINING IN THE AGE OF SPACE

The sail training ship in the day and age of space seems like an unnecessary
link with the past. To some there is no justification for such a venture when
the great demand is for increased technical skill. Employers are finding
however that the man is simply unable to contribute to his vocation effectively
unless he possesses other qualities. The man must develop in character,
dependability and in purpose before the specialized knowledge which he
possesses can be used to its fullest.

The sail training ship is a unique and demanding environment that provides
leadership training for teenage boys. Going aloft, handling sail, and hard
work on deck provide a certain physical confidence. Living afloat away from
familiar land surroundings in close quarters gives the individual a better
understanding of himself and of others.

Surely the young man in this age of science must learn to accept discipline
before he can hope to exert his influence on his ever changing environment.
It is to this end that we believe the sail training ship most ideally suited.

WHY NOT A POWER VESSEL ?

Too easy. The brig when under power requires only two men to operate her.
When under sail she can actively employ with purpose an average crew
of ten and when the weather gets tough the whole crew. (Minimum required
for sailing five). The sail vessel certainly brings the crewman closer to
the element he is in. (Wind and sea). As to learning about engines it is
fairly well understood that vocational training is not the purpose of a sail
training ship.

HOW ABOUT SOME OF THE WOOD SCHOONERS THAT ARE NOW ON LAKE
ONTARIO FROM NEWFOUNDLAND ?

A short life for the money invested (salt water to fresh water wood ships
have a poor record), to bring them back into safe operation condition. The
wood schooner cannot compare in safety with the nine watertight compart-
ments of the steel hull.

WHY NOT A CONVERSION ?

It is almost impossible to find a suitable hull for conversion that satisfies all
of the special requirements of a sail training ship. Generally something
designed for a specific purpose does a better job.We think that from the public's
point of view the building of a ship from keel up has a greater appeal.

WHAT ABOUT CADETS FALLING FROM THE RIGGING ?

In the nine years of operation the Kingston brig had only one minor accident.
A cadet in a hurry to see the sights of Toronto twisted his ankle. Cadets
are not forced to go aloft.

HOW SAFE IS THE BRIG ?

It is foolish of course to say it is unsinkable. The brig has, however, been
built in excess of Lloyd's shipbuilding requirements.
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THE SAIL TRAINING SHIP
PATHFINDER

Length over all (Hull) 	  59' 8"
Length water line 	  45'
Beam 	  15' 2"
Draft 	  7' 6"
Displacement 	  39 tons
Sail area (fore and aft)	 1517 sq. ft.
Sail area (square) 	  757 sq. ft.
Sail area (total) 	  2274 sq. ft.
Auxiliary Engine 	  110 H.P. Palmer Diesel
Complement 	  30 officers and cadets

Built in excess of Lloyd's Specifications

Hull 	  Steel
Designed by 	  Francis A. MacLachlan

bsc (Durham) A.M.R.I.N.A.
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The keel laying of a sail training vessel is certainly an unusual event. The

new brigantine will be the second of her kind in Canada. In other parts

of the world the sail training ship is not too unusual. Most Maritime nations

have vessels of this type for the training of officers for the merchant marine

and navy as well as those who do not intend to make the sea their vocation.

Last August thirty of these ships took part in the 1962 Sail Training Race

from Torbay, England to Rotterdam, Holland. Twenty-one of the vessels

were of brigantine size or smaller.

The phrase sail training ship is deceiving. The main job of a sail train-

ing ship is not training people how to sail but instead to give you a taste

of some of the difficulties of life at sea and a chance to develop leadership

ability under actual conditions through the responsibility of operating the

vessel yourself. Life aboard can sometimes get a bit tough particularly when

the sea does not allow pots and plates to stay where they are put. Sea-

manship is learned very quickly aboard a vessel like this when you have

to cope with problems that are actually happening.

TORONTO BRIGANTINE INCORPORATED is patterned after Brigantine

Incorporated in Kingston, Ontario. It is a group of private citizens who have

formed a charitable organization to build a training ship. They are depending
upon financial contributions as well as contributions of materials and time

from carpenters, electricians, and other skilled professions. Their plan is

to complete the hull with engine installation in Kingston and then move

the vessel to Toronto for completion by volunteer assistance.



KEEL LAYING CEREMONY

NOVEMBER 10, 1962
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Mr. J. G. LORRIMAN
officially declares the hull of PATHFINDER

"well and truly laid"
at a ceremony attended

by cadets from Kingston and Toronto,
on a blustery fall day, Nov., 10, 1962.
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A TRIBUTE TO "ST. LAWRENCE II"

Toronto Brigantine Incorporated has taken as its inspiration and guide the
already successful enterprise of the original Brigantine "St. Lawrence II"
in the city of Kingston. This ship built by our forerunners Brigantine
Incorporated has now proven the value of such a training vessel for
Canadian youth beyond any doubt.

Under the able direction of her designer-captain Lieutenant F. A. MacLachlan
(R.C.S.C.) of the engineering staff of Queen's University she has sailed the
waters of Lake Ontario without a mishap since her commissioning in 1955.
We are fortunate to have Lieutenant MacLachlan on our board of directors
and as our representative in Kingston during construction.

It is to the Kingston group and their ship that we owe not only the concept
of a sail training vessel in the Toronto area, but also their enthusiasm and
encouragement which has initiated our project.

SAIL TRAINING VESSEL
ST. LAWRENCE II
(brigantine rig)

"St. Lawrence II" is an auxiliary brigantine, designed and built in Kingston
for the use as a sea cadet training vessel. She is owned by a charitable
corporation Brigantine Incorporated and is commanded and manned
during the sailing season by the cadets of the R.C.S.C. St. Lawrence with
some cadets from other corps taking part in the training.

The hull was launched at Kingston Shipyards Ltd. in December 1953 and
the work of finishing was carried on over the following three years with
much of the work being done by the cadets themselves. She first sailed
in an unfinished state in June 1955 and was commissioned and put into
full time service as a training ship in July 1957.

The work of refitting every spring and laying up in the fall is done almost
entirely by the cadets. The cost of operating and maintaining the ship is
met by donations from individuals and firms, and by the considerable fund
raising efforts of the cadets. ($ 3,500 per year)
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Heeled over on a port tack.

"BRIGANTINE
(FORMERLY

HERMAPHRODITE RIG)
A SAILING VESSEL

THAT HAS A FULLY
RIGGED FOREMAST AND

A FORE AND AFT
RIGGED MAINMAST":

UNDERHILL

This is what Harold A. Underhill, considered to be the foremost authority
on sailing ships, has to say about sail training in his book (366 pages) "Sail
training and Cadet Ships": "Among the countries that still maintain at least
one sailing training ship and some have more, are Argentina, Belgium, Brazil,
Denmark, Finland, England, France, Germany, , Indonesia, Japan, Norway,
Portugal, Rumania, Russia, Sweden, United States and Yugoslavia. These
countries are not running these vessels for sentimental reasons, they are run-
ning them because they find that such ships are value for money, even
though some of them are very costly to operate. One thing is for certain,
sail training is not yet dead, and these nations consider its advantages suffi-
cient to justify the expense, even though the experience gained by the cadets
can have very little bearing on their technical qualifications in these days of
the mechanically propelled ship, and none of them will ever serve in another
sailing ship, perhaps never see another square rigger".

It is not the aim of this book to discuss the advantages or disadvantages of
sail training, in any case my views would probably show a strong bias, but
it might be of interest to mention briefly some of the lines of argument. In
the case of the earlier cadet ships there was of course no question as to. their
practical value or purpose, sailing ships carried a considerable proportion of
the world's goods, as well as operation of some of the more distant passenger
services, so that boys were being trained as sailing ship officers and in the
majority of cases would at least serve first as junior officers in sail, even if
they passed into steam at a later date.
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Officers and cadets
on the first Toronto
Brigantine Inc.
sponsored cruise
aboard
"St. Lawrence II",
September 28 to
30th, 1962

The purpose of this
cruise was to
familiarize some of
the Toronto people
with the brig and
what to expect when
the "Pathfinder"
arrives.

It is the value of sail training after the decline of the sailing ship which
has been the subject of so much controversy; the question of whether there
is any value in giving a boy a period in sail when it is certain that he
will go straight into a power driven vessel, and continue in such ships to
the end of his service afloat.

It is the question of character building that the later day discussions were
waged. One point of view being that there is no value in it, and that the
time spent is simply time wasted for a boy who will never make practical
use of the experience gained. The other school of thought regards the
moulding of a boy's character as the fundamental basis on which not only
his training but his whole future career should be built, and they maintain
that a square rigger, or for that matter almost any sailing ship, can do
this more successfully than anything else.

They argue, and I think that there is no denying the truth of this,
that a sailing ship is far more dependant on individual human effort
than any powered vessel. A cadet not pulling his weight, for failing
to live up to the highest standards in a modern liner, would have
very little effect on well being of either the ship or his fellow cadets.

But a cadet who failed to play his part aloft on a yard could well endanger
not only himself and those up there with him, but also the ship. In a sailing
ship, particularly when working aloft, there are many instances when he
must depend upon himself and himself alone, and what is more important
still, when his fellows must depend upon him also. There will be times
when he must act instantly on his own initiative, and act correctly too, for
there will not be time to change his mind or to seek the advice of others if he
is to survive. Such training must tend to develop his presence of mind and
above all, his reliance, a most important part of his make-up in later years".
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H.R.H. PRINCE PHILIP, DUKE OF EDINBURGH

At a luncheon at the Mansion House, attended by shipowners, ship building
industrialists, members of Parliament, yachtsmen and press Prince Philip,
as patron of the Sail Training Association launched an appeal for £ 300,000
for building a 300 ton schooner for the association. In his own way, His
Royal Highness carried his audience with him. Drawing on Shakespeare's
seven ages of Man he remarked,

There is the child dependent on his parents and teachers.

Then the boy gaining confidence, but still willing to be taught,

3. Then the young man, in size and strength an adult, no longer willing to
be taught, covinced he knows everything but lacking only in experience."

He went on to say, "At this stage pious lectures are useless,

but active leadership and help in finding ways and means of reaching

the edges of endurance and of finding trials of toughness, are the

things that matter most."

Lord Runciman, the Vice Patron of the association, made it clear that the
idea was not to build a schooner to train youths to take up a sea career,
although after two weeks some might well become interested enough to do
that. Neither was the vessel being built especially to take part in the Tall
Ship Races. The intention is to take boys to sea for two weeks and in that
time, to try to give them an idea of life at sea, to instill into them something
of the essential discipline of life on board ship, and to develop self-reliance,
character and courage.

Hands look aloft to clear
the main gaff topsail halyard.
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Sheeting home

the fore course sheet

0

Brigantine - St. Lawrence II"
heeled over on a starboard tack

This also is the aim of Toronto Brigantine Incorporated in raising the funds
necessary to build the "PATHFINDER" Toronto's own Brigantine rigged train-
ship designed and built solely to further the concept of "Building Character
Through Adventure". We must, through the support of the general public
and industry of the city of Toronto, raise $ 120,000.00 and to this end we ask
for your contribution. All donations will be acknowledged and are tax
deductible, a receipt will be sent to the donor.
Those interested in aiding the Toronto Brigantine Incorporated financially or
through the provision of time or materials necessary for the completion of
the ship are requested to contact:

TORONTO BRIGANTINE INCORPORATED
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

SUITE 419,
170 ST. GEORGE STREET

TORONTO 5, ONT.

PHONE 924-2313
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The Toronto Brigantine Incorporated wishes to thank
the following firms and individuals who have so generously
donated time and materials to produce this booklet:

JAMES WARD COTTON ADVERTISING, J. W. COTTON,

TOWN ASSOCIATES, ARTISTS, J. LUMBERS,

DYKE & REPPAN, ARTISTS, E. DYKE, (STATIONERY DESIGNS)

INFORMATION RESEARCH & ADVISORY SERVICES, J.W. COTTON,

MULTICOLOR PRINTING LIMITED, I. HOLL.

WARNER PHOTOGRAPHIC LTD., W. WARNER.
PUBLICITY: R. R. ROWE,



"BUILDING CHARACTER THROUGH ADVENTURE"
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